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Corporate capitalism has morphed into a global stage that leaps beyond traditional national bounds.
That is what is popularly called ‘globalization.’ For the last three decades transnational corporations,
backed by U.S. administrations, have sought to open up markets throughout the Third World and gain
access to its low wage labor and other resources. Under the banner of “free trade”, they have promoted
NAFTA-like agreements not only with Mexico but also many other countries in Latin America and
elsewhere around the globe. This has also been the focus of the World Trade Organization that governs
much of the world’s trade.

Under this globalization project national economies have been opened up to foreign investment and
redirected from producing for their own people toward exporting to the First World. With this,
traditional patterns of livelihood have been transformed. For example, here in Mexico small scale
campesino agriculture is being replaced by agribusiness for export. Instead of producing for need, the
land is being used to produce commodities for sale. And rather than the land being cultivated by its
owners, it is worked by wage laborers who have sold their labor as a commodity. 
E.g. Los Rodriguez area.

As globalization has marched on, it seems everything is being turned into a commodity –to the benefit
of a few and at the expense of the many. Corporate capitalism seeks to bring within its orbit all
productive activities worldwide and commodify all products --in other words, we are seeing the
development of capitalism as a universal integrated system under neo-liberal principles.

Transnational corporations (TNC) have been driving globalization. Born in the womb of national
economies, corporations have increasingly shifted production to global assembly lines with product
design done in India, components made in southeast Asia, subassembly in China and final assembly in
Mexico from whence the finished commodity goes to the U.S. market for sale, with minimum friction
as goods move across national borders. Everything is done where the labor required is cheapest. What
is being constructed is a worldwide integrated system of production and exchange for maximum profit. 

Historically, corporations originated within local and regional economies that were evolving into
national economies. For example, in the United States, in order for family businesses to be able to grow
beyond the locality of their origin, they had to open themselves to outside investment. This often
required transformation into a corporate form where investors enjoyed limited liability. With the 1886
Supreme Court decision that applied the 14th Amendment to corporations declaring them to be
fictitious persons, corporations gained extraordinary legal protection. 

The national capitalism that developed in the late 19th century evolved what is called the Fordist
regime of production, named after Henry Ford. This involved vertically integrated mass production
based on the assembly line for a mass market utilizing a massive in-house workforce of minimally
skilled laborers. Ford’s greatest innovation was not the assembly line for which he is so famous, but the
$5 daily pay he gave his workers, a rate far higher than the prevailing daily wage at that time. This
made possible a stable workforce, something necessary for the continuous production of the assembly
line. It also made possible a mass market as workers were able to afford to buy the cars that they
produced. This regime of production was the norm in American capitalism up until the mid 1970s. 

It was then that stagflation forced corporations to find new ways to achieve profitable investments by
tapping lower wage Third World labor abroad. Factories in the U.S. were closed, laying off their well



paid workers, and replaced by factories in The Philippines, in Singapore, in Mexico –wherever labor
was cheap, were governments could guarantee a compliant workforce, and goods could be brought in
and out duty free. 

The maquiladoras here in Mexico are good examples of these off-shore production platforms. They
assemble imported components into finished products for export to U.S. markets. Wages are kept low
by the large reserve of unemployed labor desperate for work and the disorganization of workers that is
guaranteed by government. Goods cross national boundries duty free (this is part of what is meant by
‘free trade’). The maquiladoras are typically foreign owned either by the corporation whose
commodities are being produced or by other corporations under contract to them. In no real sense are
these maquiladoras part of the national economy, they are part of a global economy, a global assembly
line that has a plant in Mexico to utilize the cheap labor here and will quickly move elsewhere if it
becomes cheaper to produce elsewhere.

A new regime of production emerged to replace Fordism called flexible accumulation. In the following
chart it contrasts directly with its predecessor point for point. 

FORDISM
mid 1970s--> FLEXIBLE ACCUMULATION 

National capitalism Global capitalism 
Mass production Global assembly line 
Mass consumption Segmented markets 

Stable in-house workforce
Flexibilization of labor 
(temps, part-time, contract, etc.) 

High wages & benefits Low wages; no benefits 
Vertical integration Outsourcing 
Protective tariffs Free trade
Capital-labor accord No social contract 

The primary actors in this global economy are the TNCs that have now broken through the national
boundries within which they were born. The TNC is often hollowed out as its various activities are
outsourced so as to gain flexibilization of labor. Consider the Lewis Galoob Toys, a virtual company.

A mere 115 employees run the entire operation. Independent inventors and entertainment companies
dream up most of Galoob’s products, while outside specialists do most of the design and engineering.
Galoob farms out manufacturing and packaging to a dozen or so contractors in Hong Kong, and they,
in turn, pass on the most labor-intensive work to factories in China. When the toys land in the U.S.,
they’re distributed by commissioned manufacturer’s representatives.Galoob doesn’t even collect its
accounts. It sells its receivables to Commercial Credit Corp., a factoring company that also sets
Galoob’s credit policy. In short, says Executive Vice President Robert Galoob, “our business is one of
relationships.” Galoob and his brother David, the company’s president, spend their time making all the
pieces of the toy company fit together, with their phones, facsimile machines, and telexes working
overtime. (Business Week, March 3, 1986). 

Not only have the operations of TNC become global, so too have its management and ownership.
Familiar U.S. corporate names now have major investors from a variety of countries as well as top
managers who are citizens of other countries. And regardless of nationality, their guiding interest is not
based on any national identification but on the bottom line. Increasingly they see themselves as
cosmopolitan citizens of the world. Who is to believe that if General Motors got 100s of millions of
dollars in a government bailout that they would use it to create or even save jobs in the U.S.? Wouldn’t



it be smarter business to expand production in low wage Mexico instead?

Under what has been called the Washington Consensus, neo-liberal globalization gives transnational
capital unfettered access to the labor and natural resources of countries of the global South, it opens up
their economies to foreign direct investment, it reorients the economy away from meeting the needs of
its own national population and toward foreign markets. This is well illustrated by the globalization
index for 18 Latin American countries that is compiled each year by the Latin Business Chronicle.
Their globalization index is based on these six points:

* exports of goods & services as % of GDP
* imports of goods & services as % of GDP
* FDI as % of GDP
* tourism receipts as % of GDP
* remittances as % of GDP
* internet penetration

By this measure a country would be fully globalized if it exported everything it produced, and imported
everything it consumed, and had all of its economy owned by foreign investors, and received all of its
income from tourism and the remittances sent home by those who had emigrated. Is that really the kind
of economy we would choose if we could? The only one of these that most citizens would consider a
plus is the sixth –total access to the internet. Is it any wonder that it is estimated that the vast majority
of the population of most countries do not favor globalization. They want a national economy that will
benefit them and a nation-state that will protect their interests as a people. And that is true in the global
North as well as the global South.

What is the downside of the kind of neo-liberal globalization we have been subjected to for the last 30
years? Let me close by briefly mentioning three critical limits of globalization. The promise was that
free trade would bring prosperity to all. A rising tide lifts all boats, as its advocates put it. But the
reality is that this neo-liberal tsunami has raised the yachts of the rich and sunk the rowboats of the
poor as economic inequality has increased within countries and between countries. That’s why Latin
American countries are bailing out of the global economy dominated by the TNCs. 

Second, the promise was that unregulated free markets would be self correcting. But the reality is that
an economic crisis in the U.S. quickly spread throughout the globally integrated economy. And as it
does, the pressure mounts for national leaders to protect what remains of their national economies. And
the WTO lacks the enforcement mechanisms to compel governments pressed by populist demands to
maintain free market norms. 

Finally, even without this crisis it should have been clear that a global economy that required
transportation back and forth across oceans would not be sustainable in an era of declining and
increasingly expensive oil. Peak oil might have killed globalization even if the social conflict bred by
inequality and the collapse of markets had not. 

We may well be at the end of neo-liberal globalization just as an earlier episode of it collapsed in the
second decade of the last century. But this time will it be only the exhaustion of globalization, or the
end of capitalism itself?


